
Weaponsmith 611 

Chapter 611: Bai Liu Feng’s clue 

 

“Third Miss, you’re indeed an outstanding intelligent person! When I saw the Crown Prince and Imperial 

Tutor today, I had thought that the matter in the Royal Treasury would be exposed and we would need 

to kill our way out. I never expect that with your words, not only did you foil Imperial Tutor’s plot, but 

also deposed the Crown Prince directly!” 

Mo Yi’s praises had indeed came from his inner heart. 

Before this, the most black-bellied and resourceful person he had ever seen was Li Moying! 

In Mo Yi’s eyes, there was no woman who was worthy of his Master. At most, they could only try to stay 

within the range in terms of innate talent in cultivation. As for other aspects, they don’t even need to 

wish for it. 

But as fact had proven itself, there were still women who were worthy of Li Moying. 

Besides that, his Master’s sight was especially good. He had actually sought Huang Yueli, a talented 

young lady from such a small place such as South Yue Kingdom. 

From Mo Yi’s view, no matter in which aspect, both of them were extremely compatible. 

If there was something to pick about, it would be Huang Yueli’s looks because it could not match up 

against Li Moying. But not knowing if it was his misperception but he felt that these few days, Huang 

Yueli….. seemed to look much prettier than before….. 

Actually Mo Yi had not known about this. Huang Yueli’s looks were not born in this way but was due to 

the intensity of the Flame Spirit Physique, it not only suppressed her cultivation, it had also altered her 

looks. 

With every advancement that Huang Yueli went through, her looks would also change. 

Like a flower bud gradually extending its petals, slowly bit by bit, blossoming into an unmatched 

magnificence belonging to her alone. 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “That was just an appetizer, it was mainly because the few of them were 

too dumb! Brother Mo Yi, I’m going to feel embarrassed from your praises.” 

Mo Yi laughingly shook his head and didn’t speak any further. But he had already decided that he must 

write Li Moying a letter today, to tell him about Huang Yueli’s performance. 

He believed that his Master would be very interested to know what had happened! 

….. 

After the Crown Prince had been deposed, there was an upheaval in the entire nation. 

There were discussions amongst the people, making guesses that after Crown Prince’s loss of power, 

which Prince would replace him to become the new Crown Prince. 



Li Moying was the hot favourite because his power was absurdly strong that the other Princes were not 

on the same ladder as him. 

In many people’s eyes, he was inevitably the next choice for Crown Prince selection and as for Huang 

Yueli…. Her status had naturally been raised to the future Crown Prince Consort! 

At the present moment, people from all walks of life used different ways to link themselves to Huang 

Yueli and the number of people who were trying to fawn on her had increased so Valiant Martial 

Manor’s front yard was as busy as a marketplace. 

Even so, Huang Yueli was unaffected since the beginning as she had already passed the entire matter to 

Cai Wei and Mo Yi to settle, while she had shut herself into closed door cultivation in the backyard. 

Besides cultivating, she had also been pondering on the treasure that Bai Liu Feng had left for her. 

The jade token that she had retrieved from the Blood Feather Silk Cage previously was the only clue. 

On this particular day, Huang Yueli brought out the jade token and while she was about to carefully 

inspect it when Mo Yi coincidentally walked in. 

When he saw the jade token in Huang Yueli’s hand from afar, Mo Yi let out an astonished expression. 

Huang Yueli realised that something was wrong and asked puzzledly, “Brother Mo Yi, what’s wrong with 

you?” 

Mo Yi pointed at the jade token and inquired, “Third Miss, you…. why do you have that thing?” 

Chapter 612: Celestial Light Academy 

 

Huang Yueli was stunned momentarily and following that, her eyes sparkled. 

Hearing Mo Yi’s tone, he seemed to know the origins of this jade token. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly questioned, “Brother Mo Yi, do you know something about it?” 

Mo Yi took the jade token in her hand and against the light, he inspected carefully before speaking out, 

“This jade token….. is Celestial Light’s core student identity token!” 

“Huh?” Huang Yueli was dumbstruck. 

She had assumed that the item Bai Liu Feng had left was an exceptional treasure or some high level 

treasure box key but in the end…. it was just some school’s identity token? 

This type of identity token was available in every school, so not only was it used to identity the identity 

of the student, it also recorded the student’s grading in that school. It was really….. some lousy thing 

that you could find on the streets. 

Even if Celestial Light Academy was the most famous school in the South Sky Region, but… this thing was 

still worthless. 



Mo Yi left the jade token on the table, pointed to the back of it and continued, “Do you see the word 

‘Celestial Light’ here? Third Miss, had you never considered this before? Moreover, do you see the 

figures indicated here? The number one on the identity token means this is the number one core 

student in the Celestial Light Academy, who is quite an authority! This identity token of yours…. Where 

did you get it from?” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes widened with surprise and seemed a little blurry. 

“This means…. Alright, I had thought differently. To tell you the truth, this identity token was left to me 

by my father, saying that he had left a number of treasures for me and the only clue is this jade token.” 

Mo Yi was dumbstruck, “This is Marquis’s Bai’s remnant? 

“That’s right” Huang Yueli nodded, “That year, my father was a seven degree realm expert and the 

things he had left behind for me, which I had thought, would be something valuable…. I had make a 

guess previously that this might be the Celestial Light disciples identity token but I saw Junior Brother 

Luo’s identity token and it didn’t look like this. I had never considered the possibility that this would be 

the Celestial Light Academy’s identity token…..” 

When Mo Yi heard that this item was left behind by the future father-in-law of his Master, he instantly 

felt somewhat scorching and hurriedly and carefully placed the jade token back. 

“Third Miss, this identity token is an exceptional item. Celestial Light Academy is after all a place where 

Celestial Light Sect sought South Sky Region’s talents and to be able to be placed first in the ranking 

among the core disciples, one must definitely be an exceptional talent! The only thing is, such a talent 

would surely be taken into the Celestial Light Sect as an official disciple but why didn’t Marquis Bai join 

the Celestial Light Sect? Could it be that this identity token is not his?” 

“This I’m not sure. My father had already gone missing when I was still very young.” Huang Yueli shook 

her head as she explained. 

Just as the both of them were conversing, Cai Wei was delivering snacks and overheard their 

conversation and couldn’t help but to join in. 

“Third Miss, I’ve heard other people talk about this matter previously.” 

“Oh?” Both of them looked towards her. 

Cai Wei continued, “Marquis Bai was a student of the Celestial Light Academy that year and during the 

entrance exams, he came in first. In the entire of South Yue Kingdom’s history, this was the first time so 

it was rumoured to have caused a huge commotion! The late Emperor had personally conferred the 

horizontal inscribed board to commentate him and it is exactly that piece that is hung in the manor’s 

main hall now.” 

Huang Yueli was surprised slightly, “So it was like this. Since that’s the case, that it all matches up!” 

She flipped the jade token around and after inspecting it for a while, she inquired, “Brother Mo Yi, the 

words ‘Celestial Light’ on the back refers to Celestial Light Sect. Then what do these numbers on the 

front represent? Surely it cannot be the results that my father had obtained that year in the academy 

right!” 



Chapter 613: Opportunity to curry favour 

 

Mo Yi’s face revealed an extremely puzzled look as well and after staring at the jade token for quite a 

while, at least he still shook his head. 

“This…. I do not know, perhaps it’s some clue that Marquis Bai left?” 

Huang Yueli couldn’t hide her disappointment, “After figuring out for so long, I still don’t know what my 

father wanted to tell me! Sigh, if he wanted to leave something for me, why would be come out with a 

riddle? He should just directly give me a treasure map!” 

Mo Yi consoled, “Marquis Bai had your considerations at heart, he might be afraid that you’re too young 

when he left you the items and it might end up in the hands of bad people.” 

Huang Yueli said, “I understand the meaning behind it, but… in this case, I will need to spend a lot of 

time trying to find the treasures that father had left and I don’t know what he’s trying to tell me 

exactly?” 

Mo Yi thought for a moment and suggested, “Why not we inform Master of this matter, he…. and 

Celestial Light Sect have some connections so he might be able to find out more things.” 

This was the best opportunity to curry favour with his future Mistress, so Mo Yi left that if he could help 

Li Moying grasp hold of this matter, it would make his Master extremely delighted and see him in new 

light. 

However, Huang Yueli frowned and replied, “No need. This matter… I will handle it myself. Li Moying has 

his own matters to settle. Who knows if the matter he had to deal with previously when he rushed back 

to the Sect has been settled so I don’t want to trouble him.” 

Huang Yueli subconsciously rejected Mo Yi’s suggestion. 

During this period of time, she had been intentionally avoiding Li Moying. 

Li Moying had written a letter to her twice and when Mo Yi brought it to her, she didn’t read it so 

naturally she didn’t give him any reply. 

Since it was decided that she would draw the line between Li Moying and herself, she would not seek Li 

Moying’s help. 

Otherwise the relationship between the both of them would never be cut and…. she had no way of 

reciprocating Li Moying’s feelings yet still seek his help, wouldn’t it be considered as using him? 

Mo Yi hurriedly replied, “It’s no trouble. Master had always been concerned about Third Miss’s 

predicament. The Sect’s matters would be resolved sooner or later, it’s just a matter of time.” 

However, Huang Yueli didn’t continue from there and very quickly, she changed topics. 

“Since there are no other clues, then the only way would be to start from Celestial Light Academy. I have 

thought of several ways to smuggle into Celestial Light Academy…. Oh right, I had heard Bai Ruo Qi 



mention several times that she was preparing for this year’s enrolment into Celestial Light Academy. 

When is the enrolment period?” 

Huang Yueli summoned Cai Wei to go out and find more information. 

By evening time, Cai Wei reported back. 

“Third Miss, I’ve already found out that all academies in South Sky Region open their enrolment period 

for newbies in May and by then, all talents from various countries in the South Sky Region will gather in 

Sky Cloud City, fighting to be enrolled into the academy of their choice. There are quite a number of 

people in the South Yue Kingdom who will be travelling to Sky Cloud City to enrol!” 

“Oh really? Besides Bai Ruo Qi, who else will be going?” Huang Yueli questioned. 

Cai Wei replied, “There are many other people. All those under sixteen years of age with at least third 

grade talent are all preparing to try their luck at the Sky Cloud City, and fight for the opportunity to 

enter one of the academies. However, Celestial Light Academy is the number one school in the South 

Sky Region and only Second Miss might have a slight chance of being selected. As for the others, they all 

know that they would not be selected so they’re preparing to enrol for other academies.” 

Chapter 614: Li Moying met with trouble? 

 

After Huang Yueli had obtained reliable news, she did a rough calculation. It was nearing the end of 

March and there was slightly more than a month before the start of enrolment of Celestial Light 

Academy. 

From South Yue Kingdom to Sky Cloud City, the journey would take around a month or so. 

So to speak, the latest time they need to travel to Sky Cloud City would be at most ten days later. 

She needed to use these ten days of time efficiently. 

Firstly, Huang Yueli still needed to further stabilise her cultivation and also to refine a large number of 

Profound Armaments, in case of a possible period of need. 

After all, this trip to Sky Cloud City was one of the largest and prosperous cities among the South Sky 

Region and there were plentiful experts everywhere, unlike the small nation like South Yue Kingdom. 

In South Yue Kingdom, Imperial Tutor just used his status as a fourth degree realm cultivator and he 

could already lord over the other people but in Sky Cloud City, fourth degree realm practitioners could 

only be considered as an ordinary cultivator. Only six degree realm practitioners were barely considered 

as top exponents while seven degree realm practitioners could also been found. 

To be able to have the power to take root in Sky Cloud City, one must have at least an eighth degree 

realm practitioner as a base and those influential powerhouses have several eighth degree realm 

practitioners and sometimes even nine degree realm experts. 

Therefore after entering Sky Cloud City, she must be extremely careful. So making preparations in 

advance was necessary. 



Besides that, Huang Yueli also selected some servants who had a much higher innate talent than the 

rest. Along with Cai Wei, she let them to undergo special training under Mo Yi. 

She had been preparing to bring these people along to Sky Cloud City so it was absolutely necessary for 

them to strengthen up. 

What was worth mentioning was under Mo Yi’s spartan training and Huang Yueli’s endless supply of 

third grade pills, these servants managed to obtained a breakthrough within a short period of time. 

Especially Cai Wei, she was already a Qi Profound Realm fourth level practitioner. 

Ten days passed by quickly. 

Huang Yueli settled the affairs in the manor and asked for Manager Sun of the Thousand Treasure 

Pavilion and after exhorting repeatedly, she prepared for her departure for the next morning. 

However on this evening when Huang Yueli was still packing her luggage, Mo Yi hastily rushed in. 

“Third Miss, Third Miss! Something bad had happened!” 

Huang Yueli seldom saw Mo Yi so agitated and started to feel worried. 

“Brother Mo Yi, calm down. Tell me slowly, what had happened?” 

Mo Yi reported, “Earlier, Master sent a White breasted Falcon to deliver urgent news, saying he had met 

with some trouble in the Sect and wants all of the dispersed Shadow Guards to return immediately. It’s 

the first time I have received such an order so from the looks of it, Master must have met with a 

mountable problem!” 

Huang Yueli’s brows creased when she heard that. 

“How could this happen? There’s actually something which could stump Li Moying? Will he be in 

danger?” 

Just thinking that Li Moying might have met with some intractable trouble, or even be in danger, Huang 

Yueli started to tense up. 

Mo Yi was filled with worries as well but he didn’t want to let Huang Yueli worry too much. 

“Third Miss, don’t worry. With Master’s capability, no one will be able to easily touch him! He should be 

able to successfully overcome those small matters. But in this way…. I cannot disobey his commands and 

must return to the Sect immediately. My apologies, I had originally promised to send Third Miss to the 

Sky Cloud City.” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Mine is just a small matter, just going on a trip and attending the entrance 

examinations, not to go for some expedition trial so I don’t need anyone to send me there. It’s better 

that you place your emphasis on Li Moying’s matter first!” 

Chapter 615: The conspiracy behind the scenes 

 



After consideration, Huang Yueli didn’t feel at ease and said, “Do you want me to follow you back to the 

Sect? I feel ill at least. Furthermore, even though my cultivation cannot be matched against yours, but in 

terms of array formation or refinery of armaments, I have some academic attainments so perhaps I 

might come in handy?” 

Mo Yi shook his head and refused vehemently. 

“Third Miss, I appreciate your good intentions and I thank you on behalf of my Master. But Master had 

specially mentioned that he wishes for you to go for the entrance examinations in Sky Cloud City and not 

follow me back! Please don’t be offended but you’re the love of my Master’s life however your 

cultivation level is just too different. If anyone were to figure this out and use you to threaten Master 

instead, it would only make him divert his attention….. so it would be best if you stayed behind.” 

Huang Yueli pursed her lips indignantly but what Mo Yi said was the truth and she could not deny it. 

Her cultivation level is now at Defensive Profound Realm nine level and in combination with the 

Profound Armament in her hands, it was more than enough to deal with fourth degree realm 

practitioners. But for enemies to be able to pressurise Li Moying would obviously be practitioners with 

seven degree realm and above, which is clearly not on the same level as the current her. 

So if she were to insist on following, then it would really create problem for Li Moying! 

Hence she could only nod her head, “That’s fine as well. Please be careful on your trip. I have some 

Profound Armaments and hidden contraptions which I had refined, and pills as well. Do bring it along.” 

Mo Yi hastily rejected, “How can I take these? Third Miss you’re already going to Sky Cloud City on your 

own, what if you meet with trouble on the way? Please keep these for yourselves! Don’t’ worry, Master 

would definitely not get into any trouble!” 

Mo Yi had flatly declined for the longest time and eventually he only accepted some pills for emergency 

use. As for Profound Armaments, he rejected accepting it all the way. 

Before dawn, Mo Yi had already left throughout the night. 

Huang Yueli looked at his departing silhouette but her heart had already flown to a thousands of miles 

away. 

She wondered how Li Moying was, to have issued an urgent order to recall all the Shadow Guards, he 

must be in exceptional danger! 

Huang Yueli frowned and felt that her heart was empty. Not knowing why, she had a bad premonition, 

as if… something bad…. was about to happen. 

….. 

In a Pavilion in the outskirts of South Yue Kingdom. 

A gracefully poised, youthful jade-like beauty leaned against the parapet, looking afar. 

Not long after, a man dressed in navy blue bodysuit made use of martial movements and dashed into 

the Pavilion. 



The beauty hurriedly welcomed the man, “Senior Brother Zuo, how is it?” 

Zuo Fangping let out a smile, “Junior Sister Murong is indeed spot on! After that Shadow Guard received 

your letter, he did not have any suspicions and thought Senior Brother Li had indeed gotten into trouble 

so he had already left for the Sect in the middle of the night!” 

Murong Fei’s lips curled up into a chilly smile, “That’s great, just great! In this way, there are no top 

exponents beside Bai Ruoli that wretched lass?” 

“That is indeed so.” Zuo Fangping nodded, “The guards and personal maid that Bai Ruoli brought along 

had terrible cultivation levels and only that Shadow Guard had exceptional cultivation. Now that he had 

left, Bai Ruoli is now at the mercy of others!” 

Murong Fei agitatedly walked back and forth in the Pavilion as she couldn’t help but broke out into a 

wide smile. 

“Things are going very smoothly! Senior Brother Zuo, it’s all thanks to your help. Now once Bai Ruoli 

leaves the kingdom, then you can take action!” 

A murderous intent flashed past Murong Fei’s eyes. 

Dared to snatch her man? This slut…. was simply looking for death! 

Chapter 616: Dared to fight with her for her man? 

 

Zuo Fangping was puzzled and inquired, “Junior Sister Murong, Bai Ruoli is just a second degree realm 

practitioner and her power is exceptionally low, so to kill her takes no effort at all. I can help you kill her 

immediately, why should we wait till tomorrow?” 

Murong Fei shook her head, “Senior Brother Zuo, there’s some things that you don’t know about… 

things are not that simple. Anyway, please do as I say. Once the matter is done…. You will have my 

utmost gratitude!” 

Naturally there was some reason to not harm Huang Yueli in South Yue Kingdom. 

As South Yue Kingdom was Li Moying’s hometown, so he would have planted spies who others don’t 

know about and if they left out a loophole, it would be easily figured out by him. 

Even Murong Fei would not be able to take on Li Moying’s anger! 

But there was no reason….. to let Zuo Fangping, the scapegoat know about these. 

Saying that, Murong Fei’s pair of autumn watery eyes affixed onto Zuo Fangping, as her deep red cherry 

lips curled up slightly, revealing her teeth as she smiled. 

“Thank you Senior Brother Zuo.” 

That sweet soft vocal seemed like a strong whisky, making one intoxicated. 

This was the first time Zuo Fangping had smiled so sweetly at him so he was exceptionally delighted as 

he felt dizzy, without a care for anything else. 



“Don’t mention it, it’s my honour to be able to assist Junior Sister. I don’t need any thanks! If Junior 

Sister had uses for me, I’d already feel very happy!” 

Looking at Zuo Fangping’s infatuated gaze, Murong Fei sneered secretly in her heart. 

Such a foolish man, just one smile was enough to hook him, what was the point? 

Only Li Moying, that icy cold frost, aloof arrogance but unexpectedly…. strong, so strong that under one 

glance, one would tremble from head to toe! Only a man like this was compatible for her, Murong Fei! 

And that wretched lass actually hoped to become Li Moying’s fiancée? 

The consequence of dared to fight for a man with her…. could only be death! 

….. 

On the second morning, Huang Yueli had woke up early as she prepared to set off. 

She brought along Cai Wei onto the carriage and also brought along some servants who mounted the 

horses, following behind the carriage. 

The carriage went along the official route ahead and set off towards the outskirts of the nation. 

From afar, she could hear someone crying. 

Huang Yueli lifted the curtains in the carriage and upon looking outwards, she saw some familiar figures! 

Seventh Princess, Bai Ruo Qi and Imperial Tutor stood by the side of a carriage. On the other side was 

the Empress. As she was crying, she used her handkerchief to wipe her tears. 

“Xue’er, who knows how long later will you return from your trip to Celestial Light Academy. Your 

mother is spending her every day like years in the palace and your royal brother had his meridians 

damaged for a second time. Even fifth grade pills are not able to repair his injuries. Not that he’s 

deposed from the Crown Prince title, he now spends his days in the palace like a dead person. As for 

your Imperial Father, he doesn’t even give a hoot about us…..” 

Li Xue’er held Empress’s hands as her eyes welled up with tears. 

“Mother, don’t worry. After I get back to Sky Cloud City, I’ll definitely seek Master for help to see if he 

can cure Royal Brother! So both you and Royal Brother must not be disheartened! Don’t worry, it’s 

never too late to exact revenge! I heard that Bai Ruoli is going to Sky Cloud City as well to enrol for 

Celestial Light Academy. What kind of place is Sky Cloud City? It’s not a place for that wretched lass to 

throw her weight around. When we’re there, I have many ways to take care of her!” 

The Empress wiped off her tears, “I can set my mind at ease hearing you say these!” 

Chapter 617: This is really ‘ape’s manure’ 

 

Imperial Tutor took a step forward and comforted Empress. 



“Your Majesty, don’t be too upset. No matter what, Mojun is my disciple and when I’m out, I’ll also think 

of ways to seek pills for his treatment. Mojun has outstanding talent and once he had healed his 

meridians, he will be able to continue cultivating, going after the peak!” 

Empress wiped her tears, “Mojun had been taken care of by Imperial Tutor since young but this time 

you had been implicated and forced to leave South Yue Kingdom. As his mother, I really feel bad about 

this.” 

Imperial Tutor replied, “What are you saying Your Majesty? My departing from South Yue Kingdom has 

nothing to do with Mojun. It’s entirely…. Bai Ruoli that wretched slut’s fault! Wait till we reach Sky Cloud 

City and see how I deal with her!” 

Saying that, Imperial Tutor turned towards Bai Ruo Qi. 

“Qi’er, you’re my youngest disciple. This time, I have brought out my aced quality Cultivation Methods 

and pills so you must not fall short on your resolution and win some face for me! When you have 

reached Celestial Light Academy, you must excel over that slut and let her know that there’s someone 

mightier out there!” 

Bai Ruo Qi’s eyes were filled with hatred as she replied in a low tone, “Master, rest assured that Qi’er 

will definitely work hard and not lose to her!” 

Bai Ruo Qi had just finished her sentence when she heard a sneering sound from nearby. 

The few of them didn’t expect that anyone would come to the outskirts so early in the morning and 

even dared to sneer at exponents with status and power like them. 

They turned their heads and was just about to teach the fool a lesson but when they saw the person, 

they all became stunned. 

Right in front of them was a lavish carriage and when the curtains was unveiled, a captivating and dainty 

beauty revealed a young face. 

Right on front of their eyes was the person they had a deep hatred for – Huang Yueli! 

Their eyes seemed to spew out flames of fire as they started intently at the young lady ahead. 

“Bai Ruoli…. It’s you!” 

“Why are you here? How dare you even appear in front of us?” 

Huang Yueli was questioned with everyone talking all at once but she smiled frivolously as though she 

didn’t feel any pressure at all. 

“Are you making jokes? This route is so wide and did they mention that only your carriage is allowed to 

cross? Why can’t my carriage pass by here? But I’d never expected such a coincident that we’d set off to 

the Sky Cloud City together on the same day…. This is really  ‘ape’s manure’!” 1 

The few of them were infuriated to the point of being unable to speak. 

Who would want any fate with her? Who? 



This wretched lass was born to curb them, and whoever went against her would have bad luck! 

Even though they were pretty impressive earlier, with everyone swearing that they would not Huang 

Yueli have it easy, but when they had really met her, without any exception, all of them felt nervous 

inside, and subconsciously didn’t want to confront her. 

It could only be said that Huang Yueli had already tricked them till they’re really frightened. 

Just standing there alone and not doing anything was enough to give them tremendous pressure! 

Not long after, Seventh Princess was the first to break the silence and yelled, Bai Ruoli, what do you 

mean? I think it must be intentional right? You intentionally set off on the same day as us with the 

intention to jeer at us! What? Do you. think that just because you’d broken to the second degree realm, 

you’re considered as South Sky Region’s number one talent? Let this Princess tell you, in Sky Cloud City, 

individuals with innate talents higher than you are everywhere, so don’t be too delighted for now!” 

Chapter 618: Stop plastering gold on your faces 

 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled slightly and swept Li Xue’er a glance. 

That glance was filled with contempt and disdain and almost made Li Xue’er jump in anger. 

Looking at Li Xue’er’s slightly flushed face, Huang Yueli continued, “Firstly, you’re no longer a princess so 

stop using ‘This Princess’ to address yourself every single time you open your mouth, which is simply 

scorning His Majesty’s authority…..” 

“You…..” Li Xue’er suppressed her words. 

Huang Yueli continued hurriedly, “Secondly, stop plastering gold on your faces. Why would I 

intentionally want to jeer you all? One, two, three and four, all four of you had been defeated by me, so 

why would I intentionally follow you? Do I even need to waste my energy?” 

When she said these, not only Li Xue’er was upset, even Imperial Tutor and Empress were infuriated. 

However, Huang Yueli had not finished talking, “Thirdly, I had no intention to bother about you all but 

each of you kept saying that you want to ‘take care’ of me when we reach Sky Cloud City, to teach me a 

lesson! I feel that based on these words alone, I have to come and show my face, otherwise you might 

be mistaken that I’m really afraid of you. How about this, I’m standing here right now. Whoever wants 

to teach me a lesson, you don’t need to wait till we reach Sky Cloud City. Come on and do it now!” 

Her tone was light and the expression was tranquil and calm, as though she didn’t put these few people 

in her eyes. 

The few of them present were raging with anger. 

All of them were of great statue and had always been respected and worshipped by others, so when had 

they ever been subjected to such ridicule? 



Moreover, the most infuriating thing was Huang Yueli was obviously despising them and yet they were 

unable to retaliate because they really couldn’t beat her. Even though they couldn’t wait to kill her on 

the spot, but none of them could do anything to Huang Yueli! 

Amongst them, the most upset one was Imperial Tutor. 

He was a fourth degree realm expert through and through and especially in the past two hundred years 

or so, he had always stayed in South Yue Kingdom and had been looked up at by everyone here. 

In his eyes, Huang Yueli was just a younger generation youth and no matter how much innate talent she 

had, wasn’t she only in first degree realm? One finger of his was more than enough to crush her! 

However, this second degree realm youth had tripped him head over heels several times and not only 

did he lose his reputation, he was also banished from South Yue Kingdom! 

The most infuriating thing was Huang Yueli actually treated him as her defeated foe and the intonation 

she used with him was filled with contempt! 

Imperial Tutor’s face turned steely green as he couldn’t help but clutched his fists. 

The Profound Energy within his body was slightly uncontrollable and was gradually raging up, to a point 

of divulging outside his body! 

Bai Ruo Qi was standing beside Imperial Tutor and when she felt the pressure that Imperial Tutor had 

unintentionally leaked out, her face turned pale and she took a few steps backwards, somewhat unable 

to hang on. 

Li Xue’er had a shock as well and secretly tugged on Imperial Tutor’s sleeve. In a low voice, she told him, 

“Imperial Tutor Sir, you must not be rash! Don’t forget, although this Bai Ruoli is only in second degree 

realm, but she had a fifth degree realm bodyguard beside her! If you were to so something to her now, 

it is simply looking for trouble and will give her a chance to embarrass you later! Please absolutely bear 

with this for now!” 

Imperial Tutor had originally lost his rationality and just almost struck out against Huang Yueli. But when 

he heard Li Xue’er’s words, he seemed to have awoken from shock and broke out in sweat. 

He subconsciously turned to look at Huang Yueli and found that she was also staring at him. 

Chapter 619: A heart of a thief but no equivalent guts 

 

Huang Yueli sat in quietly in solace inside her carriage and stared at him frostily. Her expression was as 

per normal, as though….. she was not affected at all by the Profound Energy that he had unleashed. 

However, Li Xue’er and the Empress who were similarly second degree realm practitioners had already 

turned pale. 

Imperial Tutor stared at Huang Yueli as a battle broke out in his mind. 



Of course, he naturally hated Huang Yueli and wanted badly to exact immediate revenge but just as 

what Li Xue’er mentioned, the bodyguard beside Huang Yueli was just too powerful, someone who he 

cannot afford to rile up! 

Imperial Tutor hesitated for a moment and gradually reclaimed his unleashed Profound Energy. With a 

steely green face, he snorted heavily. 

Immediately after that, he turned around and headed back to his carriage. 

Li Xue’er and Bai Ruo Qi looked at each other in the eye, nodded towards Empress and hurriedly made 

their ways to the carriage. 

Even the Empress did not dare to continue staying here and hastily mounted her carriage, travelling 

towards the direction of the Capital. 

Within a quarter of an hour, everyone seemed to have caught fire on their buttocks and ran away. 

Huang Yueli suddenly felt dull and putting down the curtains, she waved her hand, “So disappointing, 

they left just like that? Earlier when I heard their overbearing tones, I had thought they really intended 

to rebel! Who knows that they are still hanging on to their usual way of bullying the weak. Really having 

a heart of a thief but no equivalent guts. Tsk tsk, not that I want to say them but their resolution is so 

weak. Being beaten up by me is just a small matter, I’m afraid that their way of cultivation would be 

affected somewhat.” 

She knocked on the wall of the carriage, “Forget it, let’s be on our way as well.” 

The carriage started on its way on the path again. 

Cai Wei had been sitting in the corner of the carriage and once she saw Li Xue’er’s carriage disappearing 

in the line of sight, she patted her chest as she heaved a sigh of relief. 

“Phew~~~ at last, at least we have shaken off Seventh Princess and the rest! Earlier I was really scared 

that Imperial Tutor almost struck! Luckily he still doesn’t know Brother Mo Yi had already left. If he 

knew, I’m afraid that we might have lost our lives earlier! That was simply too dangerous, too 

dangerous!” 

Huang Yueli swept her a glance. 

“What? You’re looking down on your Miss? Isn’t he just a fourth degree realm old man? What’s so great 

about that? Towards this kind of old fool, he’s still beneath your Miss!” 

Cai Wei coughed drying and quickly added, “Yes yes yes, Miss you’re the number one talent in our South 

Yue Kingdom! Naturally you’re extremely powerful!” 

She avoided the heavy topic and although on the surface she was praising Huang Yueli, but if one were 

to pay attention closely, one would be able to tell that she did not believe what Huang Yueli said one bit. 

But it’s no wonder because in the eyes of a normal person, fourth degree realm practitioners were very 

powerful and Huang Yueli was just in second degree realm. For her to leapt two huge realms and 

challenge the famed Imperial Tutor? It’s simply daydreaming! 



Huang Yueli casted Cai Wei a glance and although she knew she didn’t believe what she said, she didn’t 

explain further. 

The carriage was speeding on the pathway for an entire day and night and besides stopping to make 

their meals, they didn’t make any additional delays. 

It was until at night when the party had finally reached a small town. 

Huang Yueli took out her map and said, “Let’s take a rest here today. According to the signs on the map, 

this should be the only town in the surrounding area that we can rest for the night. Out of this area, we 

will need to travel five hundred miles before we reach another village. Otherwise we will need to camp 

out in the wild.” 

Cai Wei looked around and excitedly pointed towards the front. 

“Third Miss, there seems to be an inn up ahead. I shall go and reserve a room now and let the inn 

receive us.” 

Chapter 620: Don’t think that I don’t know 

 

Cai Wei went to the inn to book a room whereas Huang Yueli went window shopping around the small 

town. 

This was a habit that she had built up from her past life. No matter where she visited, she would go for a 

tour first. 

No one could be sure that in these remote little villages or towns, there wouldn’t be any rare speciality 

or materials. Many top quality materials in the Sky Emperor City were hyped up to rocket high prices 

whereas it could be easily purchased at a very low price at its place of origin. 

This time, Huang Yueli’s luck had indeed been not bad. 

Hidden in a corner of the bazaar at a little stall, she collected a fourth level fire-attribute material – Fire 

Stone. Although this material’s level wasn’t too high, but it was extremely rare and to be able to sweep 

in so much stock at such a low price, it was unexpectedly surprising. 

After she completed her shopping, she headed towards the inn that Cai Wei spoke about. 

Who knew the minute she had just walked to the entrance, she already heard disputes. 

“You… how can you all do this? We were obviously the first to reach here! O…Of course we need to 

abide the first come, first served rule! All of you…. all of you are so unreasonable, when our Third Miss 

returns…. she’ll teach you a lesson!” 

Cai Wei’s voice contained traces of timidity but she still resolutely took her stand. 

“Shut your gap, you’re just a lowly servant, what right do you have to speak to this Princess? And you 

dare to snatch the room from me? Still not going to get lost? Then don’t blame be for not showing 

mercy!” Li Xue’er lowered her chin as she said coldly. 



At the same time, her Profound Energy was released from her body, instantly forcing Cai Wei to take 

several steps backwards. 

“Bu… But, I was the one who came first! And our Third Miss will be returning anytime…..” 

“So what if she returns? Will I be frightened off by her?” Li Xue’er’s intonation was filled with disdain, 

“Who does she think she is? She’s just hugging on the Prince Yu Wang’s leg! This Princess will repeat 

myself again, get lost quickly!” 

“You…. You…..” 

Cai Wei resolved not to give in. 

A chilly frost formed in Li Xue’er’s eyes as she was prepared to strike. 

Just at this moment, an icy cold voice reverberated from behind, “Stop!” 

Following that, a jet of Profound Energy stronger than Li Xue’er’s came streaming from her back! This 

stream of Profound Energy was like a vortex, spiralling towards Li Xue’er as the surround air started to 

become scorching hot! 

Li Xue’er’s expression suddenly turned pale! 

She subconsciously stepped backwards in an attempt to avoid it! But the speed of this Profound Energy 

was simply too fast and she was not able to avoid it in time! 

Just as Li Xue’er was about to be struck heavily, hanging by a thread, Imperial Tutor suddenly dodged 

and just by a step, moved from the door and stood in front of Li Xue’er, moving her behind him! 

Huang Yueli’s Profound Energy shot against a fourth degree realm practitioner but it made Imperial 

Tutor creased his eyebrow only, and not causing much damage. 

Imperial Tutor lifted his head and on his wrinkled face, there were obvious signs of rage! 

“Bai Ruoli, you actually dared to strike against the Princess. How dare you not ignore the disparities and 

offend your superiors! What punishment do you think you deserve?” 

Imperial Tutor unleashed the coercion power of fourth degree realm in an attempt to oppress Huang 

Yueli. 

However, Huang Yueli’s face was filled with chilly sniggering, “We’re already out of the South Yue 

Kingdom so what Princess airs are you putting on? Your princess status is only equivalent to a village girl 

in the Sky Cloud City. What’s more, haven’t you already been depos…” 

“Shut up!” Li Xue’er stepped out from Imperial Tutor’s behind. 

“Bai Ruoli, don’t think that I don’t know, that fifth degree realm bodyguard didn’t accompany you this 

time!” 

 


